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Kunz’ Regularity Criterion via algebraic entropy
Mahdi Majidi-Zolbanin, Nikita Miasnikov, and Lucien Szpiro
Abstract. In [8] we introduced and studied a notion of algebraic entropy. In
this paper we will give an application of algebraic entropy in proving Kunz’
Regularity Criterion for all contracting self-maps of finite length of Noetherian
local rings in arbitrary characteristic. Some conditions of Kunz’ Criterion have
already been extended to the general case in [1], using different methods.
1. Introduction and notations
Let pR,mq be a Noetherian local ring of positive prime characteristic p and of
dimension d. In [7] Kunz showed that the following conditions are equivalent:
a) R is regular.
b) The Frobenius endomorphism f : RÑ R is flat.
c) The length ℓR
 
R{fpmqR

is equal to pd.
d) The length ℓR
 
R{fnpmqR

is equal to pnd for some n P N.
Later, in [11], Rodicio showed these conditions are also equivalent to
b1) f

R has finite flat dimension over R.
At first glance, Kunz’ conditions c) and d) appear to be stated in terms of the
characteristic p of the ring and one may not expect to be able to extend them, or
even state them in arbitrary characteristic. Our goal in this paper is to use the
notion of algebraic entropy, that was introduced and studied in [8], to make sense
of Kunz’ conditions c) and d) for all self-maps of finite length (see Definition 1.4)
of Noetherian local rings in any characteristic. We will then show that with this
new interpretation, all conditions in Kunz’ result are still equivalent. We should
note that Avramov, Iyengar and Miller have already extended the equivalence of
conditions a) and b) of Kunz and b1) of Rodicio to all contracting local self-maps
of Noetherian local rings in any characteristic, in [1]. In order to state their result,
we shall first recall the definition of a contracting self-map.
Definition 1.1 ([1], p. 80). A local self-map ϕ of a local ring pR,mq is said to be
contracting, if for each element x P m the sequence tϕnpxqui¥1 converges to 0 in
the m-adic topology of R.
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Remark 1.2 ([1], Lemma 12.1.4). A local self-map ϕ of a Noetherian local ring
pR,mq is contracting if and only if ϕedimpRqpmqR  m2, where edimpRq is the
embedding dimension of R.
Here we state (part of) the result obtained by Avramov, Iyengar and Miller.
Theorem 1.3 ([1, Theorem 13.3]). Let pR,mq be a Noetherian local ring, and let ϕ
be a contracting local self-map of R. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) R is regular.
2) flat dimR ϕ
n

R  dimR{pϕnpmqRq for all integers n ¥ 1.
3) flat dimR ϕ
n

R   8 for some integer n ¥ 1.
In order to state our main result, we shall first recall a number of definitions,
terminology and notation, that will be used throughout this paper.
Definition 1.4 ([8, Definition 2.1]). Let f : pR,mq Ñ pS, nq be a homomorphism
of Noetherian local rings. We say f is of finite length, if it is local and fpmqS is
n-primary. In this case we define the length of f as λpfq : ℓS
 
S{fpmqS

. It is
clear that λpfq P r1,8q.
Remark 1.5. For local homomorphisms of Noetherian local rings:
Finite ñ Integral ñ Finite length.
The converse need not be true.
In [8] we introduced and studied a notion of algebraic entropy for self-maps of
finite length of Noetherian local rings. Here we recall its definition.
Definition 1.6. Let pR,mq be a Noetherian local ring, let ϕ be a self-map of finite
length of R. We define the algebraic entropy of ϕ as
(1.1) halgpϕ,Rq : lim
nÑ8
logλpϕnq
n
.
Remark 1.7. The limit in Equation 1.1 always exists and is finite. Furthermore,
the sequence tlogλpϕnq{nu always converges to its infimum. See [8, Theorem 3.2].
Example 1.8. In a Noetherian local ring R of positive prime characteristic p
and dimension d, the algebraic entropy of the Frobenius endomorphism is equal to
d  log p. See [8, Example 3.6].
Our main result in this paper is the following:
Theorem 1.9. Let ϕ be a self-map of finite length of a Noetherian local ring pR,mq
of arbitrary characteristic. Define qpϕq : expphalgpϕ,Rqq. Consider the following
conditions:
a) R is regular.
b) ϕ : RÑ R is flat.
c) λpϕq  qpϕq.
d) λpϕnq  qpϕqn for some n P N.
Then a) ñ b) ñ c) ñ d). If in addition ϕ is contracting, then d) ñ b) ñ a).
That is, in this case all conditions are equivalent.
In our proof of Theorem 1.9, we will use a proof of Herzog originally written
in [5, Satz 3.1] for the Frobenius endomorphism, to prove the implication b) ñ a)
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in the general setting. This part of our proof, however, is not new and has already
appeared in [4, Lemma 3].
From Theorem 1.9 we quickly see that the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of a regular
local ring with respect to an arbitrary self-map of finite length, as defined in [8,
Definition 3.7], is 1. This is well-known in the case of the Frobenius endomorphism.
Notations. All rings in this paper are assumed to be Noetherian, commutative
and with identity element. By a self-map of a ring we mean an endomorphism of
that ring. For a self-map ϕ of a ring we will write ϕn for the n-fold composition of
ϕ with itself. Given a ring homomorphism f : RÑ S and an S-module N , we will
denote by f

N the R-module obtained by restriction of scalars. That is, f

N is the
R-module whose underlying abelian group is N and whose R-module structure is
given by r  x  fprq x, for r P R and x P f

N . This notation is consistent with the
one used in [2]. If M is an R-module of finite length, we will denote its length by
ℓRpMq.
2. Preliminaries
Proposition 2.1 ([8, Proposition 2.9]). Assume that f : pR,mq Ñ pS, nq is a
homomorphism of finite length of Noetherian local rings, and letM be an R-module
of finite length. Then
a) M bR S is an S-module of finite length.
b) In general ℓSpM bR Sq ¤ λpfq  ℓRpMq.
c) If in addition f is flat, then ℓSpM bR Sq  λpfq  ℓRpMq.
Proposition 2.2 ([8, Corollary 2.10]). Assume that f : pR,mq Ñ pS, nq and
g : pS, nq Ñ pT, pq are homomorphisms of finite length of Noetherian local rings.
Then with notation of Definition 1.4,
a) In general λpgq ¤ λpg  fq ¤ λpgq  λpfq.
b) If in addition g is flat, then λpg  fq  λpgq  λpfq.
Definition 2.3. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, and let ϕ be a self-map of R.
Let R-Mod be the category of R-modules. For every n P N we define a functor
Φn : R-ModÑ R-Mod as follows: if M P R-Mod, then
(2.1) ΦnpMq :M bR ϕ
n

R,
where the R-module structure of ΦnpMq is defined to be
r  x 
¸
mi b r  ri, if x 
¸
mi b ri P Φ
n
pMq and r P R.
Proposition 2.4. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, and let ϕ be a self-map of R.
The functors Φn (n P N) have the following properties:
a) Φn is a right-exact functor.
b) If Rs is a finitely generated free module, then ΦnpRsq  Rs.
c) Let Rs
α
Ñ Rt be a map of finitely generated free R-modules. Choose bases
Bs and Bt for R
s and Rt, and let paijq be the matrix representation
of α in these bases. Then the matrix representation of Φnpαq in the
bases of ΦnpRsq and ΦnpRtq obtained from Bs and Bt by applying the
isomorphisms of b) is pϕnpaijqq.
d) If a is an ideal of R, then ΦnpR{aq  R{ϕnpaqR, as R-modules.
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e) If M is an R-module of finite length, then ΦnpMq is an R-module of finite
length, and ℓRpΦ
n
pMqq ¤ ℓRpMq  λpϕ
n
q.
Proof. a) The functor  bR ϕ
n

R is right-exact, and changing the module
structure will not affect the kernels and images. Thus, Φn is right-exact.
b) Let te1, . . . , esu be a basis for R
s. Consider the maps σ : Rs Ñ ΦnpRsq and
δ : ΦnpRsq Ñ Rs defined as following:
s¸
i1
riei
σ
ÞÑ
s¸
i1
ei b ri
¸
j
p
s¸
i1
rijeiq b aj
δ
ÞÑ
s¸
i1
p
¸
j
ϕnprijqajqei.
One can check that these maps define R-module homomorphisms, and σ  δ and
δ  σ are both equal to identity. Thus, σ and δ are isomorphisms.
c) Suppose Bs  te1, . . . , esu and Bt  tf1, . . . , ftu. From the proof of b) we
can see that te1 b 1, . . . , es b 1u and tf1 b 1, . . . , ft b 1u are bases of Φ
n
pRsq and
ΦnpRtq, obtained from Bs and Bt by applying the isomorphisms of b). We have
Φnpαqpek b 1q 
t¸
i1
αpekq b 1

t¸
i1
aikfi b 1

t¸
i1
fi b ϕ
n
paikq
 ϕnpaikq
t¸
i1
fi b 1.
The result immediately follows from this equation.
d) Consider a minimal presentation of R{a
(2.2) Rt
α
Ñ RÑ R{aÑ 0.
Applying the functor Φn to this sequence, by a) we obtain an exact sequence
ΦnpRtq Ñ ΦnpRq Ñ ΦnpR{aq Ñ 0.
Let Bt  tf1, . . . , ftu be a basis of R
t and consider the basis B1  t1u of R. As
mentioned above, te1 b 1, . . . , es b 1u and t1b 1u are bases of Φ
n
pRtq and ΦnpRq,
obtained from Bt and B1 by applying the isomorphisms of b). Let pa1jq be the
matrix representation of α with respect to Bt and B1. Then by c) the matrix
representation of Φnpαq with respect to the above-mentioned bases of ΦnpRtq and
ΦnpRq is pϕnpa1jqq. From Exact Sequence 2.2 we see that a11, . . . , a1t are generators
of the ideal a. Hence, ϕnpa11q, . . . , ϕ
n
pa1tq are generators of ϕ
n
paqR. We can
quickly see that the following diagram, in which vertical arrows are isomorphisms
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of b), is commutative
ΦnpRtq ΦnpRq ΦnpR{aq 0
Rt R R{ϕnpaqR 0
pϕnpa1jqq
≀
pϕnpa1jqq
≀
This diagram induces an R-module isomorphism ΦnpR{aq

Ñ R{ϕnpaqR.
e) These are restatements, in terms of Φn, of parts a) and b) of Proposition 2.1.

Below, we list a number of other results, that we will need in the proof of
Theorem 1.9.
Lemma 2.5 ([5, Lemma 3.2]). Let pR,mq be a Noetherian local ring, and let M be
a finitely generated R-module. Consider an ideal b  m of R. Then there exists an
integer µ0 ¥ 0 such that depthpm, b
µMq ¡ 0 for all µ ¥ µ0.
Remark 2.6. Lemma 2.5 must be used together with the standard convention,
that the depth of the zero module is 8 (see, for example, [6, p. 291]). For instance,
if M is an R-module of finite length, then for µ " 0 we have mµM  p0q.
Proposition 2.7 ([3, Chap. 10, § 1, Proposition 1]). Let R be a ring , a an ideal
of R, and let 0ÑM 1 ÑM ÑM2 Ñ 0 be an exact sequence of R-modules. Define
d1  depthpa,M 1q, d  depthpa,Mq, and d2  depthpa,M2q. Then we will have
one of the following mutually exclusive possibilities:
d1  d ¤ d2, d  d2   d1, d2  d1  1   d.
The next lemma is Nagata’s Flatness Criterion. A proof can be found in [10,
Chap. II, Theorem 19.1, p. 64]. See also [9, Ex. 22.1, p. 178].
Lemma 2.8 (Nagata). Let pR,mq and pS, nq be Noetherian local rings. Suppose
R  S, and assume that mS is an n-primary ideal. Then S is flat over R, if and
only if for every m-primary ideal q of R,
(2.3) ℓRpR{qq  ℓSpS{mSq  ℓSpS{qSq.
3. Kunz Regularity Criterion
In this section we will present the proof of our main result, Theorem 1.9. We
first need to establish a lemma, that we will need in our proof of this Theorem.
Lemma 3.1. Let ϕ be a self-map of finite length of a Noetherian local ring pR,mq,
and let a be a ϕ-invariant ideal of R, i.e., ϕpaqR  a. Let ϕ be the self-map of R{a
induced by ϕ. Let qpϕq be as defined in Theorem 1.9.
i) If λpϕnq  qpϕqn for some n P N, then λpϕntq  qpϕqnt for all t P N.
ii) If in addition to the assumption in i), we have halgpϕ,R{aq  halgpϕ,Rq
and if ϕ is contracting, then a  p0q.
Proof. i): Let t P N. As noted in Remark 1.7, the sequence tlogλpϕntq{pntqu
converges to its infimum as tÑ8. Hence,
halgpϕ,Rq ¤ logλpϕ
nt
q{pntq.
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From this inequality we quickly obtain qpϕqnt ¤ λpϕntq. On the other hand, by
Proposition 2.2 λpϕntq ¤ λpϕnqt. Using assumption i) and the previous inequalities
we obtain
qpϕqnt ¤ λpϕntq
¤ λpϕnqt
 qpϕqnt.
Hence, λpϕntq  qpϕqnt for all t P N.
ii): Similarly,
qpϕqnt ¤ λpϕntq
¤ λpϕntq(3.1)
 qpϕqnt.
From assumption ii) it follows that qpϕq  qpϕq. Then from Equation 3.1 we
conclude λpϕntq  λpϕntq for all t P N. Since λpϕntq  ℓRpR{rϕ
nt
pmqR   asq
(see [8, Proposition 2.8]), we obtain
(3.2) ℓRpR{rϕ
nt
pmqR  asq  ℓRpR{ϕ
nt
pmqRq, t P N.
The surjection
R{ϕntpmqRÑ R{rϕntpmqR  asq Ñ 0,
and Equation 3.2 then show
R{rϕntpmqR   as  R{ϕntpmqR, t P N.
Hence,
a 
£
tPN
ϕntpmqR  p0q,
where the last equality follows from Remark 1.2, because ϕ is, by assumption,
contracting. 
Now we are ready to present our proof of Theorem 1.9:
Proof. a) ñ b): To say that ϕ is of finite length means dimR{ϕpmqR  0.
Hence, the following equation holds:
dimR  dimR   dimR{ϕpmqR.
Since R is regular, the result easily follows from, for example, [9, Theorem 23.1].
b) ñ c): This follows from Proposition 2.2. Since ϕ is assumed to be flat, by
that proposition for all n P N we obtain
λpϕnq  λpϕqn.
Thus, by definition of algebraic entropy
halgpϕ,Rq  lim
nÑ8
p1{nq  logλpϕnq
 lim
nÑ8
p1{nq  logλpϕqn
 logλpϕq.
This means λpϕq  qpϕq.
c) ñ d): This is clear.
b) ñ a): (This is essentially Herzog’s proof in [5, Satz 3.1]. We will re-write it
for an arbitrary self-map here. See also [4, Lemma 3].) To show that R is regular,
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it suffices to show all finitely generated R-modules have finite projective dimension.
So let M be a finitely generated R-module. Suppose M were of infinite projective
dimension. Then consider a minimal (infinite) free resolution of M
L

ÑM Ñ 0.
Let s : depthpm, Rq, and take an R-regular sequence of elements tx1, . . . , xsu in
m. Write a for the ideal generated by this regular sequence. (If s  0, take a  p0q.)
For every n P N we set
Cn

: ΦnpL

q bR R{a and B
n
i : imagepC
n
i 1 Ñ C
n
i q.
Using Proposition 2.4-b, we quickly see that Cni  Li{aLi. This shows that C
n
i
is independent of n, and that Cni is a nonzero finitely generated module of depth
zero for all i. Using Proposition 2.4-c, we can see that Bni  ϕ
n
pmqCni . Applying
Lemma 2.5, let µi0 be such that depthpm,m
µi0Cni q ¡ 0. Since ϕ is contracting
by assumption, from Remark 1.2 it easily follows that if n is large enough, then
ϕnpmqR  mµi0 and in that case, Bni  ϕ
n
pmqCni  m
µi0Cni . This shows that
depthpm, Bni q ¡ 0 for large n.
On the other hand, since ϕ is flat by assumption, ΦnpL

q is exact. Thus, by
parts a), b), and c) of Proposition 2.4
ΦnpL

q Ñ ΦnpMq Ñ 0
is a minial (infinite) free resolution of ΦnpMq. Hence
HipC
n

q  TorRi pΦ
n
pMq, R{aq  0, for i ¡ s.
This shows that if i ¡ s, then the sequences
(3.3) 0Ñ Bni 1 Ñ C
n
i 1 Ñ B
n
i Ñ 0
are exact for all n P N. Take i  s   1 in Sequence 3.3, for instance. By the
above argument, if we take n large enough, we will obtain depthpm, Bns 1q ¡ 0 and
depthpm, Bns 2q ¡ 0, while depthpm, C
n
s 2q  0. This contradicts Proposition 2.7.
This contradiction shows that the projective dimension of M must be finite.
d) ñ b): We will use Nagata’s Flatness Criterion (Lemma 2.8) to show that
ϕn is flat. To apply this criterion, we first need to show that ϕ is injective.
Clearly, kerϕ is ϕ-invariant. Let ϕ be the local self-map induced by ϕ on
R{ kerϕ. By [8, Proposition 5.14] halgpϕ,Rq  halgpϕ,R{ kerϕq, and by assumption
λpϕnq  qpϕqn for some n P N. From Lemma 3.1 it follows that kerϕ  p0q.
Now let q be an m-primary ideal of R. Since ϕ is contracting, by Remark 1.2
we can choose t large enough so that ϕntpmqR  q. Then there is an exact sequence
(3.4) 0Ñ
q
ϕntpmqR
Ñ
R
ϕntpmqR
Ñ R{qÑ 0.
From this sequence we obtain
(3.5) ℓR
  R
ϕntpmqR

 ℓR
  q
ϕntpmqR

  ℓRpR{qq.
Now we apply the functor Φn to the Sequence 3.4 and obtain the exact sequence
Φn
  q
ϕntpmqR

Ñ Φn
  R
ϕntpmqR

Ñ Φn
 
R{q

Ñ 0.
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By Proposition 2.4-e all terms of this sequence are R-modules of finite length. From
this sequence we obtain
(3.6) ℓR
 
Φnp
R
ϕntpmqR
q

¤ ℓR
 
Φnp
q
ϕntpmqR
q

  ℓR
 
ΦnpR{qq

.
By Lemma 3.1, from the assumption λpϕnq  qpϕqn we conclude λpϕntq  qpϕqnt
for all t P N. Using this equation and by Proposition 2.4-d, we immediately obtain
ℓR
 
Φnp
R
ϕntpmqR
q

 ℓR
  R
ϕnt npmqR

 λpϕnpt 1qq
 qpϕqnpt 1q
 qpϕqnt  qpϕqn
 λpϕntq  λpϕnq.
Thus, we can re-write Inequality 3.6 as
(3.7) λpϕntq  λpϕnq ¤ ℓR
 
Φnp
q
ϕntpmqR
q

  ℓR
 
ΦnpR{qq

.
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.4-e
ℓR
 
Φnp
q
ϕntpmqR
q

¤ ℓR
  q
ϕntpmqR

 λpϕnq.
ℓR
 
ΦnpR{qq

¤ ℓRpR{qq  λpϕ
n
q.(3.8)
If Inequality 3.8 were strict, then from Inequality 3.7 and above inequalities, we
would obtain a strict inequality
λpϕntq  λpϕnq   ℓR
  q
ϕntpmqR

 λpϕnq   ℓRpR{qq  λpϕ
n
q,
and after dividing by λpϕnq:
λpϕntq   ℓR
  q
ϕntpmqR

  ℓRpR{qq.
But this inequality would be in contrast to Equation 3.5 (note that by Definition 1.4
λpϕntq  ℓRpR{ϕ
nt
pmqRq). This contradiction shows that Inequality 3.8 must in
fact be an equality, that is, we must have
ℓR
 
ΦnpR{qq

 ℓRpR{qq  λpϕ
n
q.
By Proposition 2.4-e and Definition 1.4 this means
(3.9) ℓR
 
R{ϕnpqqR

 ℓRpR{qq  ℓR
 
R{ϕnpmqR

.
Since q was an arbitrary m-primary ideal of R, by Nagata’s Flatness Criterion
(Lemma 2.8) Equation 3.9 tells us that ϕn is flat. The implication b ñ a) of
Theorem 1.9 applied to ϕn then tells us that R is regular, and the implication añ
b) of the same theorem shows that ϕ is flat, as well. 
In [8, Definition 3.7] we proposed the following definition:
Definition 3.2 (Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity). Let R be a Noetherian local ring of
arbitrary characteristic, and let ϕ be a self-map of finite length of R. Let
qpϕq : expphalgpϕ,Rqq.
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Then the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of R with respect to ϕ is defined as
eHKpϕ,Rq : lim
nÑ8
λpϕnq
qpϕqn
,
provided that the limit exists.
The following corollary quickly follows from Theorem 1.9.
Corollary 3.3. Let ϕ be a self-map of finite length of a regular local ring R. Then
eHKpϕ,Rq  1.
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